
CEU quiz for the November 2018 issue of Compliance Today magazine
To receive 1.0 non-live Compliance Certification Board (CCB)® CEU for the following quiz, at least three questions 
must be answered correctly. Only the first attempt at each quiz will be accepted.

Compliance Today quizzes are valid for 12 months, beginning on the first day of the month of issue.  
This quiz expires October 30, 2019.

LEARNING OBJECTIVE
After reading “False Claims Act enforcement: Evolving 
policies from the DOJ” (page 30), you should be able to 
answer the following question:

1. Recent Department of Justice policy announcements 
clarify that:
A. Department of Justice lawyers should decline to 

intervene in cases, but refrain from requesting that a 
court completely dismiss a case.

B. The DOJ’s policy announcements during 2017 and 
2018 reflect a decrease in the commitment to health 
care fraud enforcement by the Federal government.

C. Agency Guidance Documents should not serve as the 
basis for imposing legal obligations and DOJ lawyers 
are encouraged to dismiss meritless cases.

D. The DOJ policy announcements will have a negative 
impact on the day-to-day activities of compliance 
professionals.

LEARNING OBJECTIVE
After reading “Auditing compliance with CMS 
provider-based rules” (page 36), you should be able to 
answer the following question:

2. Can a hospital share space part time with another 
hospital or another health care provider or supplier, 
such as a physician office, or ASC? 
A. Yes, a hospital can share space part time with another 

hospital or another health care provider or supplier. 
B. Yes, a hospital can share space part time with another 

hospital or another health care provider or supplier if 
the shared space meets certain requirements.

C. No, a hospital cannot share hospital space with 
another hospital or another health care provider or 
supplier because hospital space must be hospital 
space 24/7.

D. Sometimes a hospital can share space with another 
hospital or another health care provider or supplier, 
such as using a part time space lease.

LEARNING OBJECTIVE
After reading “Comparing risks: Physician employment 
and clinical integration” (page 54), you should be able to 
answer the following question:

3. When comparing the risks of hospital – physician 
employment with those related to clinical integration, 
which of the following statements is true:   
A. Clinical integration eliminates all compliance risks 

related to hospital – physician alignment. 
B. Clinical integration usually puts less stress on the 

hospital balance sheet than does hospital – physician 
employment.   

C. The Stark and anti-kickback laws are more relevant 
to clinical integration than they are to physician 
employment models. 

D. Fair market value and commercial reasonableness 
have no bearing on hospital – physician employment 
agreements. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE
After reading “Monitoring as an opportunity to build 
partnership” (page 72), you should be able to answer the 
following question:

4. Why should you ask Business Partners to track how 
much time they spend throughout the monitoring 
process? 
A. It can inform your education and training program. 
B. It allows you to provide estimates of what to expect 

based on real life data. 
C. To make sure monitoring does not take too much 

time. 
D. OIG guidance recommends it.
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QUIZ ANSWERS: NOVEMBER 2018 

Article: False Claims Act enforcement: Evolving 
policies from the DOJ (page 30)
Please indicate your answer.

1.  A  B  C  D 

Article: Auditing compliance with CMS 
provider-based rules (page 36)
Please indicate your answer.

2.  A  B  C  D 

Article: Comparing risks: Physician employment and 
clinical integration (page 54)
Please indicate your answer.

3.  A  B  C  D 

Article: Monitoring as an opportunity to build 
partnership (page 72)
Please indicate your answer.

4.  A  B  C  D

Compliance Today  Continuing Education Form
For correctly answering HCCA’s Compliance Today magazine quiz, you will receive 1.0 non-live Compliance 
Certification Board (CCB)® CEU. 

Read the articles, and the quiz questions on page one. Mark your answers in the “Quiz Answers” section below.  
Please fax, email or mail the completed form to:

Compliance Certification Board 
6500 Barrie Road, Suite 250 
Minneapolis, MN 55435

FAX: 952.988.0146  |  EMAIL: ccb@compliancecertification.org  |  PHONE: 952.933.4977 or 888.580.8373
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